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Humanity’s Fire
Friday, April 10, 2015
By Robert Heston | Feature Report
Is humanity setting itself on fire? We are
stoking the fire of fossil fuels to ever greater
heights and in doing so, trapping the heat
generated by the sun within our atmosphere.
China completes the construction of a new,
coal fired power plant at the rate of one per
week. (1) There are so many of them, they
cannot keep up with supplying coal so some
of them sit idle while
waiting for the first
fire. China is not
especially concerned
about
pollution
controls so, along
with the CO2 comes
another kind of fire,
acid rain. (2) Acid rain is produced from
the by-products, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides, that come from burning coal. Rain
becomes acidic and can destroy plants
(such as food and forests), the processes
that ensure continued growth of plants, and
travel on through the soil to become runoff
that pollutes rivers, lakes, and the ocean.
Trillions of tiny, internal combustion
explosions every split-second carry our asses
and the products we consume down the
streets, roads and highways of this planet
twenty-four hours a day. Add to this the
diesel powered trains.
At any given moment there can be fivethousand commercial airliners carrying
more than a half of a million people across
the skies while burning millions of gallons
of jet fuel. (3, 4) This fuel is leaving its own
carbon footprint. In certain European
countries the aviation industry is now paying
‘carbon tax’ along with other industries that
leave significant footprints. (5)
Nuclear reactors send fire through the wires
in the form of electricity and leave behind
a much longer lasting fire, radioactive waste.
Currently there are approximately 72,000
tons of radioactive waste in the United
States alone. The amount grows by 2,200
tons per year. (6) This material requires
storage for anywhere from hundreds of
years to millions. Spent fuel rods, being the
‘hottest,’ are mostly kept in cooling pools.

These pools are currently housing at least
four times the amounts they were designed
for. Most of this waste is considered to have
no permanent ‘home’ and is in need of a
solution.
Radioactive waste from Fukushima, Japan
is pouring into the Pacific Ocean at about
three-hundred tons per day. (7) Hundreds of

tuna caught off the coast of California and
that were tested were found to be radioactive.
(8) It sounds like the Pacific Ocean is pretty
much radioactive now. The FDA claims
that there is not enough radiation for it to
be harmful. Personally, I love seafood, but I
no longer eat it. It might also be a good idea
to stay out of the water as radiation is but
only one of many concerns. We are pouring
fire into the oceans as radiation combined
with acidic and nitrous runoff along with
countless oil spills is effectively killing
everything that lives beneath the sea.
The oceans absorb a large amount the CO2
pollution from the atmosphere (about 22

million tons per day currently and about
525 billion tons since the beginning of the
industrial revolution) and it turns to acid
in the water. It is a mild form of acid called
carbonic acid. It may be a milder form than
hydrochloric or sulfuric, but it renders its
detrimental effects over time. (9)
The acidity of the oceans has increased by
30% over the last 200
years and the rate of
increase is growing.
(9) All of the coral
reefs are losing the
ability to grow and
are dying. Shell fish
are developing an
inability to produce their shells. In general,
marine life is and will be affected such that
many species will go extinct while much
more suffer to a great degree. The food chain
is breaking up and many species will die for
lack of food. As this happens, the effects
will be felt farther up the food chain. “More
than 2.6 billion people rely on the ocean as
a primary source of protein.” (10) The life in
the oceans will die off and so will the people
who depend on it for their food. (12)
The combination of all these fossil fuel
sources is creating anthropogenic climate
change otherwise known as Global
Warming. This is no longer just some theory
reported by a handful of climate scientists.
A great deal of research has been done and
it is now accepted as proven fact throughout
the scientific community. In fact, 97% of all
climate scientists agree on this point. (11)
The weather patterns are changing to
include more dramatic weather events with
longer-duration cold spells, snow events,
heat waves, flooding events, and drought
conditions. All of these spell bad news
for Northern hemisphere agriculture and
therefore world food security. (12, 13) Most
of the Western United States is in a drought
and it is spreading.
Each year is setting a new record for the
hottest year ever recorded. The World
Meteorological Organization stated
that last year (2014) was the hottest 1
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year on record. They went on to say that
14 of the 15 hottest years on record have
happened since the year 2000. (14)
As this progresses, the Arctic regions
are warming up. That may not sound so
bad, but there is one thing that the Arctic
Ocean and nearby permafrost areas have
in common and that is methane. There is
plenty of it frozen into the vast permafrost
areas, wetlands, floating in the ocean itself,
and permeated throughout the seabed of the
Arctic Ocean.(15)
Estimates on the amount of methane stored
in these areas come out to “over 1,000
gigatons - that’s a thousand billion tons - of
carbon in methane form trapped just under
the Arctic ice. And if it stays trapped under
the ice, we might have a chance.” (16) In
2007 the average release of methane from
these areas was about 500,000 tons per year.
In 2014 it was measured to be about 17
million tons in a year. (17)
It was further suggested that at any time a “50
Gigatonne decadal methane pulse scenario”
could play out such that it could effect the
extermination of the human race. (17) 50 Gt
of methane is about 10 times the amount
already existing in the atmosphere. Methane
is relatively short lived in the atmosphere
and only lasts about 12 years. (18) The nature
of its place in our environment is such that
a sudden, large release is quite possible. This
would be only a small fraction of the total
methane deposits.
I read different amounts of potency from
one article to the next and the lowest has
been that it is 23 times more potent than
CO2. The highest, so far, has been 100
times more potent than CO2. Many articles
have repeated the number 30. The EPA
website states that CH4 is 20 times more
potent than CO2 over a period of 100 years.
Whatever the case may be, it is many times
more potent than CO2 and the potential for
2 it to destroy the life on this planet in a

sudden event is very real.
Many different climate predicting models
have been used in recent years to give
scientists a better picture of what we can
expect from our rapidly changing climate.
All of them have been wrong when it comes
to the speed of increase in global warming.
The most accurate model puts where we are
now as happening 20 years from now. Every
predicting model has been proven wrong
when it comes to the speed of progression.
The process of global warming continues
to accelerate beyond any predictors. The
process has already become self perpetuating.
Stopping all carbon emissions right now
might not be able to stop it. Once enough
gasses are being released, warming can
continue without additional input from
human activity. This is known a “feedback
loop” and it is believed that it has already
begun. (19)
From what I have gathered, the political
scene has exhibited some talk about reducing
carbon emissions, but in reality, it appears to
be on the increase and with no real solutions
forthcoming. (20)
Along with the aforementioned sources of
carbon emissions, there is also agriculture
and the actual extraction of oil and natural
gas from the ground... among others: (21)
Sources of Greenhouse Gases

The bulk of the Arctic methane, in and
beneath that area’s oceans, has been
protected from the heat of the sun by the
ice sheet above. The US Navy reports that
the Summer of 2016 should be the first
year when there will be no ice sheet present
around the Arctic. (19) This will expose
tremendous amounts of methane to solar
heat. It only remains to be seen just how
damaging this will be.
Most of the attention has been on the Arctic
and for good reason, but the Antarctic also
has issues. The biggest issue there is that it is
melting! Every year, for the last decade, 130
billion tons of ice has melted into the ocean
from there. That is the weight of 356,000
Empire State Buildings. We are looking at a
10 foot rise in less than 100 years. (22)
Fresh water sources are drying up all over the
world. Already a billion people are without a
source of clean drinking water. Deforestation
continues to accelerate . The great forests of
the world have been a major way that nature
processes CO2 out of the atmosphere, but
not anymore. In fact, due to drought in the
Amazon, the forests have been emitting
more carbon dioxide than they are able to
capture. (22)
Diseases will increase, forest fires will be
abundant, droughts will spread, biodiversity
will continue to decline, 150 to 200 species
are already disappearing every year, resource
wars will increase as countless people die
without many of those resources.
It is hard to imagine what it might be like
when, for the most part, it is all done and
there are only pockets of humanity left that
are scattered around the world. Surely there
will be countless ways that even the strongest
and most resourceful will cease to exist.
Through it all some of us may persist,
perhaps in groups resilient and wise enough
to live another day. end

Empire of Illusion
Saturday, April 11, 2015
By Robert Heston | OpEd
First of all I would like to explain the origin
of the title for this article. I had read a work
by Friedrich Nietzsche entitled “Beyond
Good and Evil” (26) and gained the same
attraction to part of it that a journalist
named Chris Hedges did and I quote from
an article by Hedges (27) “Friedrich Nietzsche

in “Beyond Good and Evil” holds that only a few
people have the fortitude to look in times of distress
into what he calls the molten pit of human reality. Most
studiously ignore the pit. Artists and philosophers, for
Nietzsche, are consumed, however, by an insatiable
curiosity, a quest for truth and desire for meaning. They
venture down into the bowels of the molten pit. They
get as close as they can before the flames and heat
drive them back. This intellectual and moral honesty,
Nietzsche wrote, comes with a cost. Those singed by
the fire of reality become “burnt children,” he wrote,
eternal orphans in empires of illusion.”

It must have been my memory of having
read the work by Nietzsche combined with
my awareness derived from having read
so many independent news articles. As it
turns out, Hedges wrote a book, “Empire
of Illusion: The End of Literacy and the
Triumph of Spectacle” (28) that I discovered
when I entered my title into Google. I have
no doubt that he derived the beginning of
his title from Friedrich Nietzsche entitled
“Beyond Good and Evil.”
Hedges’ book sounds like it is pretty much
about the same thing as this article. I wish
I could purchase a copy. There is a very
good book review that gives an excellent
description. (29)
Hedges speaks of the “The Illusion of
Literacy.” Public schools are being defunded
by their state governments thereby reducing
the quality of education possible for the
students. Creativity, critical and original
thought are not encouraged or developed.
Imagination is not cultivated. “Teachers
have been deskilled. Losing much of their
autonomy to be creative in the classroom,
they have been relegated to technicians
whose sole objective appears to be enforcing
a deadening instrumental rationality in
which teaching to the test becomes the
primary model of teaching and learning.”
(30) The students need only prepare for their
servitude to the corporate monsters that

This really great infographic is about 5 years old now so you could shrink that area in the bottom part of the map some more to update it and you could take
some of those money bundles away from “The Next 30%” to the larger stacks to left and move some of the people in the 3rd and 4th columns to the right.

have managed to profit from this training
ground from the time they have begun
until they enter into their narrowly defined
specialty assigned to them when they go to
work.

discouraged or even punished. The dumbing
down of education will produce an ignorant
and compliant biological mechanism ready
to perform its function as a willing slave to
its corporate master.

They will have not developed the capacity to
be critical and engaged agents. To question
authority or engage in any form of dissent is

The halls of higher education will also
be corporatized and missing the same
essential ingredients needed for the 3
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creative and critical mind. Ignorance and
anti-intellectualism produce an illiterate
society. “Illiterate in the sense that they are
incapable of grasping private troubles and
the meaning of the self in relation to larger
public problems and social relations. It is a
form of illiteracy that points less to the lack
of technical skills and the absence of certain
competencies than to a deficit in the realms
of politics — one that subverts both critical
thinking and the notion of literacy as both
critical interpretation and the possibility
of intervention in the world. This type of
illiteracy is not only incapable of dealing
with complex and contested questions, it is
also an excuse for glorifying the principle of
self-interest as a paradigm for understanding
politics. This is a form of illiteracy marked by
the inability to see outside of the realm of
the privatized self, an illiteracy in which the
act of translation withers, reduced to a relic
of another age.” (31)

The United States is a country that is
increasingly defined by a civic deficit, a
chronic and deadly form of civic illiteracy
that points to the failure of both its
educational system and the growing
ability of anti-democratic forces to use the
educational force of the culture to promote
the new illiteracy.
Our student has, so far, been successful
in school and so considers themselves
educated and quite literate. All the while
they have been growing up with the mass
media. Culture is dictated by the TV shows
and advertising presented on the television
and passed around in the social media. A
narcissistic form of individualism results
in a disconnection from the real world and
into a virtual world of endless distractions
designed to occupy the narrow minds of the
corporate automatons and render them
4 ignorant and powerless.

Engrossed in their world of entertainment
and distraction, the TV shows present
forms of propaganda designed to program
these people into a “right” way of thinking
that gives them a way to accept their dilemma
while providing virtual examples of people
to identify with and follow. Characters
performing as role models and examples for
one to aspire to. The virtual realities of their
favorite shows merge with the realities they
face outside the home and the true merges
with the false and the differences are lost in
the ensuing illusion.
Opiates for the masses . They...

“keep you doped with religion, and sex, and T.V..
And you think you’re so clever and classless and free.
But you’re still fucking peasants as far as I can see.”

from: John Lennon - Working Class Hero
I see people walking around with their
heads bowed down to their large cell phones
texting, browsing the internet, constantly in

communication with other people in their
lives, wearing ear-plugs or head-phones, and
cut off from the world around them.
No matter what the weather, most of the
cars I pass on the street have the windows
rolled up and a large percentage of them are
still talking on that cell phone. Sealed up
inside their conveyance, out in the world yet
still cut off from it. The sounds of the world
outside their car are unheard and the air they
breath is either heated or cooled. Rushing
to and from their job and possibly a second
job and otherwise hurrying through their
errands to get to their next set of distractions
and away from that world they have already
had enough of and wish to escape until the
next day.
Our good citizen is safe within the confines
of their illusions and work-a-day world.
The struggle is hard for most, harder than it
should be to have no more than there is to

show for it. Something must be inherently
wrong and there are rumors and bits and
pieces of information about the larger
issues that could be affecting them, but they
cannot be concerned about such things.
Just managing to survive and having some
measure of comfort takes all there is to give.
We make a half-hearted effort to get
updated with what is going on in the outside
world so we watch the TV news, Nothing
especially bad going on there. It sounds like
everything is under control. The enemies are
being held a bay, sounds like we are winning
whatever those wars are over there, “I don’t
even want to know what those stupid
politicians are talking about. Sounds like the
same old shit anyway.”
The average citizen has no idea that their
democracy is being dismantled in favor of
the top 1% of the population. They have no
concept of the fact that 95% of the incredible
wealth produced by this country goes to that

1% while the hundreds of millions of people
that make up the other 99% subsist on only
5% of that wealth. It is beyond their realm
of understanding and certainly beyond their
power to change. Such things are better left
to someone else. “It may be tough out there,
but anyone willing to work hard and do the
right things will have what they need.”
Most of these people have not even heard
of the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and
if they did hear it mentioned recently, it
probably did not even register as important.
Not only are they ignorant of the fact
that their votes mean absolutely nothing
anymore, but that the ones they do vote for
will soon have no power of law in the face of
corporate interests. They do not know that
what is still left of that democracy is about
to go away such that the larger corporations
will legally rule the government with more
power than the very law makers that are
suppose to be controlling everything.
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That average citizen knows there are wars
going on in the middle east, but probably
lost track of what it is all about a long time
ago. There are bits a pieces of information
floating around about the enemies over there
and they know people who have sons and
daughters over there fighting the Middle
Eastern terrorists and it sounds like there is
going to be even more war to come.

Our majority of citizens have no imagery
or concept of the large scale horror their
country has perpetrated over there in the
Middle East. Their TV news does not give
them the pictures of the millions of innocent
people that have been bombed to pieces and
otherwise slaughtered for no good reason.
The children, many tens of thousands of
them, murdered along with their mothers
and fathers, none of which would have
been a threat to anyone. They are just the
enemy over on the other side of the world
somewhere. “We do not need to know about
or see those things over here.”
The majority of citizenry may not be aware
that the United States was instrumental in
taking down a democratic government and
replacing it with a fascist regime partially
consisting of the Neo Nazi Party in the
German speaking, Western Ukraine. They
then went on to pump billions of dollars in
cash and weapons into this new government
so it could attack the Russian speaking,
Eastern Ukraine in an effort to move NATO
forces into the Eastern Ukraine and next to
the Russian border. All the while they were
trying to tell the American public that it

Our World
Sunday, April 12, 2015
By Robert Heston | Views
When I began growing up in rural North
Carolina in the 1960’s, I was shocked and
afraid of this terrible world I saw through
the TV news, newspapers, and words from
the adults around me. I had descended
from forward thinking revolutionaries
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where I
was born, my parents were educated and
were educators while being especially
knowledgeable of the world and its history.
Our home library held many reflections of
such knowledge along with countless classic
novels of the ages. There was much to be

was Russia starting everything.
They then kept accusing Russia of
crossing the Ukraine border to back
a war against the Western Ukraine.
Russia never did anything the US
accused it of and it was the US that
started the whole thing in the first
place. They had hoped to take out the
Russian Navy... the Black Sea Fleet
and take over Russian oil interests in
the area while further surrounding
Russia. After slaughtering the
Russian speaking Ukrainians living
in the west, the Nazi militias started
attacking the east with weapons
supplied by the United States. They
would bomb towns and villages
trying to kill everyone who lived
there. One weapon they were fond
of using were missiles armed with
white phosphorus warheads. When
they exploded, the white phosphorus
would spray everywhere like liquid fire.
Any little piece of it that hit a human being
would burn right into them and just keep
burning. The East finally fought back and
got control of their area back. Russia stayed
out of it for the most part though I suspect
they may have supplied the Eastern Ukraine
with some weapons and other necessities to
fight back.
Is our nation aware that the US is in the
process of trying to surround Russia, China,
and the rest of Asia for the purpose of
dominating the whole world economically?
Do they know that the United States is
literally working towards taking over the
whole damn world?
discovered there. As I began reading classics
by Mark Twain, Charles Dickens, Herman
Melville, and J. R. R. Tolkien, I could browse
through large books about Roman and
Greek history and other countries far away.
On the Television, I watched John Kennedy
assassinated, live, as I must have been home
sick from school that day, it was a Friday. I
was sick a lot during that time while living
near a paper mill at age 6. The civil rights
movement was beginning to gear up. The
Vietnam war started playing itself out. The
news reported on things they would not dare
to now. I watched my ivy league, intellectual
father give his sermons and run his church
as a methodist minister in these small, rural
towns and my mother go through her college
education in different branches of the UNC
college system.

Does everyone in this country even want to
know that their worst enemy in the whole
world is the 1% of the population that controls
what use to be a democratic government
but is now headed towards becoming a
totalitarianistic, fascist government that is
governed by international corporations?
Does everyone realize that at least 90% of
the population is on the verge of becoming
ignorant peasants living in poverty with no
power to change the new government that
will rule them?
It appears that most people do not even
want to know. It looks as though most
people would rather resign themselves to
their illusions and just let it all happen. end
By the time I was in the second grade,
which would have been about 1964 or 65, I
knew there had to be something inherently
wrong with this world. They wanted me to
stand with the class and speak the Pledge
of Allegiance every morning. I absolutely
refused and they gave up. There was no way
I would put my stamp of approval on such
a murderous beast and I would not pledge
to anything blindly. I did not believe all that
contradictory, religious nonsense, but I really
liked that Jesus guy. Somehow I could sense
they had the answer in those words, but it
just was not getting out. Every fiber of my
being screamed out to me through my child’s
intuition that all these people running this
wicked world were insane. Almost 50 years
later, I know for a fact that my intuition was
quite right. continued
5
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My attentions towards the world and its
larger issues were taken away for many years
and my struggle for survival and escape
were all encompassing. I worked, sometimes
very hard, had various levels of success and
lived in many different places. My mode of
operation was to work then be entertained
or otherwise escape the harsh reality of this
world and there were a lot of ways to do that.
We could be pretty creative with that after
having grown up in the 1970’s.
We hitch-hiked around the country for two
years back in the early 1970’s and I may
have lived in as many as 30 different towns
and cities and traveled to many more since
I was born in Philadelphia. One benefit
this has given is that I have known many
people across a large swath of America...
mostly this side of the Mississippi River and
below Pennsylvania. This includes all sorts of
people from as many different walks of life.
Essentially, people everywhere were the same.
If you look back across history, people have
always been, essentially, the same. Of course,
the farther back you go, the more ignorance
and superstition you get. We become more
intelligent, more technologically advanced,
more aware of more things perhaps, but we
are, somehow, the same creatures that burned
witches at the stake and tortured people to
death in the name of religion or slaughtered
whole groups --or societies-- of people
in the name of colonialism, imperialism,
and capitalism. The latter being our most
prominent mechanism in recent years.
Human nature remains the same. We are
supposedly the most intelligent of creatures
on this planet, but we resist evolution with all
our might. Intelligence does not necessarily
denote wisdom. In fact, it might even negate
an ability to achieve it when given over to
the wrong ones. A great and powerful ship is
no wiser than the fool at the helm.
The same forces that did guide countless
civilizations to their destruction in the
past guide ours now. It is all much more
sophisticated now yet the same. The
hunger for wealth and power at the top is
insatiable. One way or the other, the masses
are controlled and from them is derived the
wealth that is so hungered for at the top. It is
never enough and even a nation of such high
ideals as ours will regress into the monster
we use to proclaim as the enemy.

6

Our people give until it hurts and give more
and it is never enough so there are others in
the poor countries who can give yet even
more. Our people were getting spoiled so
now they can get use to their new economy
where they will no longer be spoiled.
There will still be a spoiled streak in them
so the police need to get tougher and the
trouble makers will need to go down. So
when a movement like Occupy gets going,
the protesters can get the crap beat out of
them and thrown in jail. Their ranks can be
infiltrated and their leaders can be taken
out like terrorists. All those rights and
laws protecting them do not have to mean
anything and a little violence should go a
long ways towards putting them down. Bad
things can happen to them and it is not very
likely that others will follow.

Uprisings that threaten to spread throughout
society get taken out. The ones that are more
incidental in nature can play themselves
out. You come up behind a nice college girl
sitting in Zuchatti Park and snatch her up
by the hair of her head and beat the hell
out of her, charge her with felony assault on
an officer, lock her up in “the tombs” (New
York City) for a couple of months and after
she heals up in the hospital for a couple of
weeks and there will not be many --or even
any-- more nice college girls coming to
protest our masters, Wall Street. Examples
like this were made all over the country with
various protests. The public hears about it
and stays inside and thinks little else of it.
They wouldn’t get out there like that anyway.
College students and others think twice
about it next time. Fascism prevails and most
people don’t even know what it was all about.
They use to crucify them, burn them, or just
execute them, but they are taken out just the
same.
So I had come out of my overly distracted

and medicated haze some years ago with a
new tool in hand, the internet. Now I can see
what is happening in this world I live in and
its terrible. It was bad back in the 1960’s and
70’s, but now it is much, much worse and
now I am concerned and I do not want to
escape it anymore, I want to help it and save
it before it is too late.
My country that I have taken for granted
most of my life is changing into some
sort of perverse beast. History is repeating
itself and then some when it comes to the
economy. Laws that were put into place to
protect us from another great depression
are being repealed, new laws circumvent
the constitution and bill of rights to give all
the wealth and power of this nation to but a
relative few.
The democracy that this country has been
all about is going away. Our representatives
operate on a large scale system of bribery
and the people be damned. The different
branches of the government are being
farmed out to for-profit business. Our tax
money goes to enrich the larger corporations
and banks instead of supporting public
services to the benefit of the people. Voting
changes nothing and there is nothing to vote
for anyway. The political game is rigged.
Industry is deregulated and pollution is
allowed into our environment. The food
chain is saturated with poisons and cancers
are on the rise. They genetically alter our food
plants to withstand ever more pesticides and
herbicides and more of the same goes into
our bodies and it is killing us. Plant diversity
is being taken out in favor of for-profit seed
companies. All that poison is killing off the
bee population and without them, most of
those food plants will be useless.
We have the technology to change, but
we hold on to fossil fuels. Those fossil
fuels threaten to destroy all the life on this
planet yet we keep it up with no significant
changes in the foreseeable future. We have
instituted fracking all over the country and
call it energy independence. The fracking
destroys the land, the local, fresh water, the
environment yet we increase it. There is talk
about reducing the carbon emissions, but it
is just not happening. The carbon continues
to increase.
The population level is off the scale and is
at the root of so many of our problems. The
world cannot sustain so many people. There
are way too many people and it just keeps
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growing. The more the population grows,
the more life is devalued. We have gone
beyond our limits so now there are millions
of homeless all over the country. Adding to
the free trade agreements and loss of industry
and jobs, overpopulation feeds into a great
legion of unemployed, underemployed, and
a society where almost half the people in this
country live close to, at, or below the level of
poverty. Much of the world is like this with
most of it being worse.
Many of the jobs that are there pay very
little and have no benefits. The working poor
have no medical insurance. Certainly, no one
below that does either. A large percentage of
the population works two or more jobs just
to make ends meet. More hours worked,
less money made, and the quality of life just
keeps going down.

The dollar, in reality, is worth nothing. To
me, perhaps, I can still spend it and get
products, but in the grand scheme there
is nothing to back that piece of paper up.
Nothing that is except more paper. Howard
Kunstler has a great way of putting it: “Paper
and digital markets levitate, central banks
pull out all the stops of their magical realitytweaking machine to manipulate everything,
accounting fraud pervades public and
private enterprise, everything is mis-priced,
all official statistics are lies of one kind or
another, the regulating authorities sit on their
hands, lost in raptures of online pornography
(or dreams of future employment at
Goldman Sachs), the news media sprinkles
wishful-thinking propaganda about a
mythical “recovery” and the “shale gas
miracle” on a credulous public desperate to
believe, the routine swindles of medicine
get more cruel and blatant each month, a
tiny cohort of financial vampire squids suck
in all the nominal wealth of society, and
everybody else is left whirling down the
drain of posterity in a vortex of diminishing
returns and scuttled expectations.”

The dollar went off the Gold Standard
and is now based on oil. They call it the
“petrodollar.” All the world’s oil is traded
on the “Dollar Standard,” at least it has
been, and if that were to change, the dollar
would lose its value. Our economy would
suffer dearly. China, Russia, and many other
countries would like to get off of the dollar
standard and are working towards that
goal. The US national debt is being held by
other countries, primarily China, and these
countries are selling off their dollar interests
to be rid of it. The world is trying to move
away from the United States economically
and slowly, but surely is doing so. The US
is pretty much surrounding the world and
trying to dominate it.

even considered being there if it were not for
the economic benefits.

It does not seem as though that sort of
thing can go on forever. There’s a couple
of other major powers out there, Russia
and China, and I have to wonder just how

We are stuck and will not change. All these
things I have described come out of our
insanity and unwillingness to change and
evolve. If we do not change, we are going to

much more they will take of the bullying
from the US. I wonder when the US will
go too far and a really big war breaks out.
It looks like the US is spoiling for it. It can
get pretty complicated though and there are
interdependencies to consider. The US is
definitely getting into position and the other
two big dogs are sharpening up their missile
systems and other military in preparation. I
have seen where many journalists have been
questioning the possibility of a WWIII.
Somehow, I doubt if something like that
would just break out. It would not be cost
effective for anyone. Lots of smaller wars
that use backwater countries for the playing
fields makes more sense. I’m sure we will
be seeing quite a bit more of that and, oh,
we already are. It is economics. Wars are
economic decisions. A lot of money can
be made shooting and bombing the locals
into oblivion and there are prizes all along
the way. The Middle East has some really
great prizes, at least parts of it do. For a
large percentage of the people who join the
military, it is also an economic decision. You
have to figure that there are an awful lot of
soldiers out there who would have never

Capitalism comes at the heart of all this
insanity. It is like an expression of our dark
side. It is something we aspire to and live
for and it is the mechanism that is enslaving
us, devaluing our very lives, destroying our
environment, slaughtering untold millions
of people, poisoning everyone who gets to
live, and very likely destroying all the life on
planet Earth. You could write a book about
how that works and many already have. The
bottom line is that capitalism does not work,
at least not our version of it. Everything
cannot keep growing into infinity. All the
“growth” is on the verge of killing us.

die. Not “we might die” but “we will die.”
There are solutions, but they require change.
Change is slow in coming. The solutions
would come in the form of a revolution, but
not a shooting war this time. This revolution
needs to be cultural.
“Here in the early 21st century, the notion
that each of us is an isolated entity, ever
at odds with one another and with the
ecosystems of which we are a part, is a
fundamental aspect our collective belief
system. Until we evaluate the implications of
this assumption and discover that there may
be new, more multifaceted and constructive
ways of thinking, our collective swarm –
unaware that it is a swarm at all – is bound to
drift ever deeper into perilous territory.” (32)
“To genuinely make a difference, we
must become different; make the tiny,
longitudinal shift. Meditate, direct our love
indiscriminately and our condemnation
exclusively at those with power. Revolt in
whatever way we want, with the spontaneity
of the London rioters, with the 7
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certainty and willingness to die of religious
fundamentalists or with the twinkling
mischief of the trickster. We should include
everyone, judging no one, without harming
anyone. The Agricultural Revolution took
thousands of years, the Industrial Revolution
took hundreds of years, the Technological
Revolution took tens, the Spiritual
Revolution has come and we have only an
instant to act.” (33)
“It is through imagination that we can
reach the dark regions of the human psyche
and face our mortality and the brevity of
existence. It is through imagination that
we can recover reverence and kinship. It
is through imagination that we can see
ourselves in our neighbors and the other
living organisms of the earth. It is through
imagination that we can envision other ways
to form a society. The triumph of modern
utilitarianism, implanted by violence, crushed
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the primacy of the human imagination. It
enslaved us to the cult of the self. And with
this enslavement came an inability to see, the
central theme of “King Lear.” Imagination,
as Goddard wrote, “is neither the language
of nature nor the language of man, but both
at once, the medium of communion between
the two...” (34)

participation by those who can already see
the solutions. It would be nice if there were
a simple, “theory of everything” solution, but
I do not see how there could be. Much of
the needed changes will likely be born out
of pain and loss when the people are forced
to seek other solutions. There can be a lot of
conflict and death when it happens that way.

There are endless articles and descriptions of
what the problems are, but I am hard pressed
to seek out the solutions. Cultural change
is certainly a primary key in effecting the
change that we need to turn this ship around
and save humanity. Such change takes time
and time, it appears, is something we are
running out of.

We can wake up and start becoming the
changes that we need. Most of us do not
even know what the problems are so the
truth needs to get out. With this truth
there needs to be solutions offered or the
issues just get filed away with the long list
of things we seem to be able to do nothing
about. A good place to start reading
about real and imagined solutions is here:
thesolutionsjournal.com (35)

When I look for answers with these “cultural
changes,” I am inevitably taken down to
incremental levels that focus on narrowly
defined categories that address specific issues
and that is likely where the answers are.
Therein lies the work ahead and it requires

My suggestion is to find something that you
can join in and participate. Be part of the
solution and it can happen. Light the fire
of your imagination and spirit and change
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“Resistance is futile, you have been assimilated!”

